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FOCUS ON THE CUSTOMER
Ambev Brewing Company is Brazil’s largest beer company and is
present in 14 South American countries plus the United States. Always
focused on innovation and sustainability, it inaugurated CIT – Center
for Innovation and Technology – at the technological park of the
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro last August. The innovative hub,
designed to develop new beers, recipes and packaging, aims to be the
Brazilian company’s first facility to be 100% renewable (during peak
hours of the sun), a goal it intends to extend to all its plants by 2025.

SOLUTION
Our high energy efﬁciency solutions for C&I (Commercial and
Industrial) customers helped us create a large solar energy
project for Ambev Brewing Company’s CIT, concluded
in recent weeks. We installed a photovoltaic plant
made up of 2,160 solar panels, which can
power the entire facility with clean
and renewable energy.

This is the
largest rooftop
solar plant ever
built by Enel X
in the state of
Rio de Janeiro

ADVANTAGES
UP TO 720 kWp
OF ENERGY PRODUCTION
DURING PEAK HOURS
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958 MWh OF CLEAN ENERGY
GENERATED IN ONE YEAR

CO2

131-TON REDUCTION
IN CO2 A YEAR

THE KEY TO SUCCESS
Our mission is to offer innovative technological solutions and
services which anticipate the needs of our customers. Our team B2B
in Brazil noticed Ambev Brewing Company’s interest in improving the
energy efficiency of its facilities, proposing a pilot test that
immediately saw very positive outcomes. The experience, reliability
and technology of our solutions, combined with the proactive spirit
of our Brazilian colleagues, allowed Enel X to earn a privileged
position with the customer in the tender selection phase.
Furthermore, the turnkey contract model of our commercial offer,
which sees us responsible for all phases of the project, makes this
partnership even more solid.
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